Abstract. Spacecraft Relative State Tracking is not only the application foundation of space-based space surveillance system, but alsothe important prerequisite for space autonomous rendezvous and on-orbit servicing.Through making genetic algorithm (GA)embeddedPF resampling process, the particle degradation can be solved by using evolutionary thinking. Simulation result shows that GA-PF can achieve a good tracking for space target relative state.
Introduction
Spacecraft Relative State Tracking is not only the application foundation of Space-Based Space Surveillance (SBSS) system, as well as the important prerequisite for Space Autonomous Rendezvous and On-Orbit Servicing (OOS) [1] [2] [3] . Through the improvement of the relative position and attitude dynamics model and the precision of measurement equipment to improve the relative state tracking accuracy has attracted a lot of attention all around the world. However, due to limited cognitive ability, a high precision model still cannot be build, and the measurement data also has a variety of error. Therefore, the use of mathematical processing means is still the main way to improve the tracking accuracy [4] .
For white Gaussian noise linear system, KalmanFilter (KF) is optimal, and the most extensive state estimation algorithm. For nonlinear systems, KFcan also make the state estimation via linearizing the model (Extended KalmanFilter, EKF), but the Particle Filter (PF) can provide a better estimation. For non-Gaussian systems, the KF is still the optimal linear filter algorithm, but notas effective as PF. The biggest problem of PF is that it's a particularly large amount of calculation. However, since the PFis easy and suitable for parallel computing, with the development of digital computer technology, PF will have broad application prospects [5] .
The most common problem of PFis the particledegradation. Using resampling algorithm can solve the particle degradation, but it also affects the system's robust performance and reduces the diversity of particlesin practice, thus leading the PF algorithm performance lower, even leading the algorithm diverge. Through making genetic algorithm (GA)embedded PF resampling process, the particle degradation can be solved by using evolutionary thinking. Thus, an approach that not only guaranteeing the effective nessbut also increasing the particle diversity is proposed for the conflicting issues of effectiveness and diversity within resampling process [6] .
Characteristics of GA-PF
As a random search technique based on natural selection and genetic, Genetic Algorithm makes the population updated and optimized by selection, crossover and mutation. This is exactly analogous to the filtering process of PF, Table. 1 shows a comparison of PF and GA, by contrast, it can be found that both have highly compatible [7] . The basic idea of GA-PF is that taking particles as the chromosomal in GA, GA-embedded in the PF. For every particle's state with the proportion, firstly, coding the state as chromosome, then, making the corresponding calculation of particles follow the preset selection, crossover and mutation probability, to achieve the evolution of the particles. After that, the particles end up resampling by decoding chromosomes. The GA-embedded PF resampling process, not only can use the selection operator to select of outstanding individuals, but also can produce new individualsvia crossover and mutation. Therefore, setting the appropriate selection, crossover and mutation operators can ensure both of the effectiveness and diversity of particles [8] .
Problem definition

Description of GA-PF
System state equation and measurement equation can be illustrated as:
Where X k denotes the state of k times, Y k denotes the measurement value of k times, u k denotes the control impact, w k and v k denotes the random noise.
If the system is out of control, then the equation turns to:
Process of classical PF is described in [9, 10] . Here gives the steps of space target state tracking algorithm based on GA-PF.
Step 1: Particles Creation
Let the initial state be denoted by X 0 .Then, N particles are created based on possibility density function (PDF) of initial state, and denoted as X 0,i + (i = 1, ⋯ , N), and X � 0,i + = X 0,i + .
Step 2: Particle State Estimation Update � + ,
Where w k,i is based on w k which PDF is known.
Step 3: Particle PDF Update Each particle's PDF is calculated based on measurement value Y k+1 via the non-linear measurement equation:
Step 4: GA-PF resampling Let the particles are taken as a group. Then, the operations which based on genetic system are done with the group, such as selection, crossover and mutation. Selection Let fitness of each chromosome equals to particle's PDF. Selection is achieved via the Roulette Theory, that is, the fitness higher, the selection easier.
Crossover Here, crossover adopts arithmetic cross. Arithmetic cross creates new populations via linear combination of two old populations:
Where α is a random number between 0 and 1. Mutation Mutation is to change values of chromosome randomly. Here, mutation adopts real number mutation:
Where β is a random real number. After that, the new groupX � k+1,i
is put out.
Step 5: Repetition
Repeat step 2~step 4, and get state estimation of each time.
The flow chart is shown in Fig.1 . Fig.1 flow chart of GA-PF
Relative State Model
The relative state model is proposed in [11] , as follows.
Measurement model: Measurement variables
After all above, the filter model can be represented as ̇= ( , ) + = ( ) +
Where u denotes f S and T S .
Simulation and result
In this section, the GA-PF algorithm will be validated via a simulation example. Initialization conditions as follows.
Motion parameters 
GA parameters
The number of iterations = Crossover possibility = 0.6
Mutation possibility = 0.01
Simulation parameters
Simulation time =
Simulation step size ℎ = 0.01
The simulation results are illustrated in Fig.2 and Fig.3 . In Fig.2 and Fig.3 , the red curve shows the relative state estimation error without the filter, and the blue curve represents the relative state change with GA-PF, and the black curve (in Fig.3) represents the real state. Contrast from the picture without the filter and the filter can be seen that: in the absence of filter, the relative state error is large, and after GA-PF, the relative state error are controlled in a very small range near 0, indicating that GA-PF can achieve a good tracking for space target relative state.
Conclusion
In this paper, the GA-PF algorithm's characteristics are analysed. Then, the description of GA-PF algorithm is proposed. After that, via the example simulation, the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm are validated. The simulation result shows that GA-PF can achieve a good tracking for space target relative state.
